Abstract
For consistency with previous works on 2D and QG turbulence we adopt a doubly periodic 78 configuration. We assume a constant depth H = 1000 m and lateral size L = 256 km. We use is initially at rest, and it is forced by a wind forcing that is used as an artifice to maintain 82 mesoscale turbulence in a homogeneous domain in lieu of the inclusion of inhomogeneous 83 mean-flow instability processes, which are the primary mesoscale source in the real ocean.
84
Here the wind forcing has a narrow-band continuous spectrum centered on the wavenumber 85 k x = k y = 6 (about 40 km), i.e., with a radial wave number k f = k 2 x + k 2 y ∼ 8. Different In this section we briefly discuss the horizontal transport and mixing properties of the sim-151 ulated flow field.
152 Figure 3a shows the horizontal kinetic energy spectra at depths of 5, 20, 78 and 204 m.
153
In the upper 100 m, the spectra for k > k f are slightly steeper than k −3 , consistent with the (x, y) position of the i-th particle at time t (Fig. 3c) field are unable to self-sustain the generation of submesoscale fronts.
244
The vertical velocity field, w, does not display any evident correlation with the vorticity field or its derivatives. This can be understood by calculating w diagnostically from the flow divergence (see the Appendix for derivation):
where ζ 1 = ∂v/∂x; ζ 2 = −∂u/∂y; χ 1 = ∂u/∂x; χ 2 = ∂v/∂y; α 1 = (f + ζ 1 ) −1 ; and α 2 =
245
(f + ζ 2 ) −1 . Vertical mixing contributes up to 10 m/day close to the surface; free-surface, wind-stress curl and horizontal mixing terms are smaller by three to four orders of magnitude, depending on depth. All terms are modulated by (f + ζ) −1 , which can be large inside anticyclones where |ζ| ∼ f and ageostrophic effects arise, generating the fine scale structure in Fig. 2e-f and explaining the absence of simple correlations between w and ζ or its spatial gradients.
The complexity of the vertical velocity field in the first hundred meters is dominated by low frequency processes (longer than one day) in the form of bands described in previous works 
for a spectrally localized wave-packet with azimuthal wavenumber k A = 2, which prevails in ( Fig. 8) , and we briefly discuss such a dependance at the end of this section.
283
Further investigating vertical velocities, we examine the accuracy of estimating them using the quasigeostrophic omega equation. We follow the classical formulation proposed by
Hoskins et al. (1978) and adopted by e.g. Pollard and Regier (1992) and Pinot et al. (1996) :
where N is the 3-dimensional buoyancy frequency, ∇ 2 h is
and Q is defined as
We solve the QG omega equation using a Fourier transform in horizontal, where periodic Eq. 3 is one order of magnitude weaker in amplitude and smoother than the modeled one. 
368
However, the spatial structure of the vertical velocity field studied here is rather different from 369 that predicted by sQG models, possibly for the more energetic dynamics generated by the ∂ ∂y
∂ ∂x
where (u, v) are the horizontal velocity components, D/Dt = ∂ t + u∂ x + v∂ y + w∂ z , w is the 391 vertical velocity, and ρ o is a constant reference density. The formulation includes biharmonic 392 horizontal mixing, with A H being the constant mixing coefficient, and KPP vertical mixing,
393
with K v (x, y, z) being the vertical mixing coefficient computed by the KPP scheme.
394
With a little algebra we obtain:
which can be rewritten, by defining ζ 1 = ∂v/∂x, ζ 2 = −∂u/∂y, χ 1 = ∂u/∂x, χ 2 = ∂v/∂y, as: by the sum of Eq. 10 divided by (f + ζ 2 ), with Eq. 11 divided by (f + ζ 1 ).
396
Alternatively, by adding Eqs. 10 and 11 and subsequently moving the χ-terms on the l.h.s., we obtain:
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